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Introducing our special

INSTANT GAZEBO ‘EVENT TENT PACKAGE’
A BRANDED GAZEBO IS A POWERFUL ADVERTISING TOOL!

Bringing traders and businesses a really cost effective solution for those needing maximum
exposure at their events and exhibitions!
Not only will you own a top quality, durable and smart looking
Protex-1 or Protex-2 Instant Gazebo Event Tent, but it will be
‘eye-catching and uniquely memorable’ to potential
customers who visit, pass by, and those who have left
the show.
With printing over all its canopy panels and valances
and all four side-walls, with two matching 3m Feather
Flags, it will certainly attract attention from afar.
The ‘all-over’ printing option is produced using the
latest digital dye-sublimation technology. We can
print any specific colour or pattern on the background
with photos, illustrations, logos, slogans on top, on all roof panels and
canopy valances + sidewalls, matching any corporate image or van livery, so
that every gazebo event tent is completely bespoke and unique!

Everything you need to be kitted out, in 2016, when in the public eye


The Protex-1 or Protex-2 Instant Gazebo ‘complete event package’
‘All-Over’ branded canopy, roof panels and valances, and free design
 4x branded ‘all-over’ sidewalls (single sided printing), and free design
 2x Medium size Feather Flags with choice of 2 flag bases from: a ground spike, Vario-drill, cross
base with water bag, car stand base, wall mount and the Instant Gazebo Bracket
 Heavy duty Anchor Kit and 4x sandbag weights. (Stackable 13kg cast-iron weights and base-bars
are optional extras for hard ground, at £45/pair/leg).


‘Event Tent Package’ Prices
PROTEX-1: 3x3m = £1,175 ; 3x4.5m = £1,405 ; 3x6m = £1,585
PROTEX-2: 3x3m = £1,050 ; 3x4.5m = £1,175 ; 3x6m = £1,485
+ VAT (including delivery)

To store it neatly and to transport it, it comes with a tough canvas, wheeled frame bag, canopy bag,
sidewall bags, and feather-flag bags.
+ 12 month manufacturers’ warranty (with 24 months warranty on the Protex-2 frame and 36
months on the Protex-1 frame) + our Spare Parts and Repair Service
Accessories: Weights (2x 13kg at £45/pair/leg); Base-bars (to keep the legs in check and sides taut on
hard ground, at £50/pair) ; Half-height panels (£60 / £135 branded) ; Joining Kit (£35) ; Trestle tables
and folding tables, branded table covers, banners (£19/m2), Valance Wraps, Lighting, and Heaters …
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